Brimfield Elementary School

November 2022

BES Connection

A LOOK AHEAD
DATES TO REMEMBER
11/3 - Half Day/Parent/Teacher Conf.
11/11 - No School—Veterans Day
11/15 - Family Literacy Night (6:00-7:00)
11/23 - Half Day of School
11/24 - Thanksgiving—no school
11/25 - No School

SNEAK PEAK FOR DECEMBER
12/6 — Final School Pictures
12/5-9 — Homework Vacation Week
12/9 - Winter Concert
(High School 6:00)
12/16 - Report Cards Go Home
12/25 - Holiday Break

All students, regardless of race, color, sex, gender identity,
religion, limited English proficiency, national origin, sexual
orientation, disability, or housing status, have equal access to
the general education program and the full range of any
occupational/vocational education programs offered by the
district.
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Students at Brimfield receive high quality instruction in mathematics. All teachers in grades
PK-3 teach math to their students and in grades 4-6, teachers specialize in specific content
areas like math, reading, science and social studies. In each grade we work to build mastery of
concepts and skills in math. Here are some of the most important concepts and skills that we
work on in each grade:
Kindergarten: Knowing number names and understanding addition as putting together and
subtraction as taking apart/from
First Grade: Developing understanding of addition, subtraction, and strategies for addition and subtraction within 20.
Second Grade: Comparing two 3-digit numbers using place value (hundreds, tens, ones digits)
and symbols (>, =, <).
Third Grade: Developing understanding of multiplication and division and strategies for
multiplication and division within 100.
Fourth Grade: Developing understanding of fraction equivalence, addition and subtraction
of fractions with the same denominators, and multiplication of fractions by whole numbers.
Fifth Grade: Developing fluency with addition and subtraction of fractions, and developing
understanding of the multiplications of fractions.
Sixth Grade: Writing, interpreting, and using expressions and equations.
A solid understanding of these foundational skills will allow your child to have a lot of success
in math class, however a weak understanding can be a hindrance to your child’s learning and will
cause frustration and maybe even a lifelong dislike of math. Our goal is to help our students
master these skills and concepts at the elementary level, so that when they get to Tantasqua,
college and career, they will be ready to excel.
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MRS. WINIARSKI

M atching and sorting
A pplying concepts of numbers and counting
T ricky teens learning double digits
H igh and low numbers and graphing.

These are just a few key math concepts
we are learning in preschool.
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MRS. MARGWARTH & MRS. TIMMINS

The Kindergarten students are having fun exploring math skills! They are learning math
skills through center activities, the daily routines, group instruction, games, and stories. Here are some of the math skills we will be working on:

Making patterns and missing numbers
Artistically making designs and pictures
Tricky teens
Having fun with math games and graphs
Identifying numbers and counting
Sorting and naming shapes
First, next and last (sequencing)
Under, over and between (position words)
Number formation
Please look for the chapter introduction letters that we send home. They include fun and
easy math activities that you can complete with your child to reinforce the skills they are
learning in the classroom. They also list some math literature that you can read to reinforce the math concepts that we are using in the classroom. They are a great connection
between home and school.
We look forward to engaging the children in lots of exciting math activities throughout the
year!
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Superhero Dress Up - Mrs. Margwarth’s class
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Superhero Dress Up - Mrs. Timmin’s class
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MRS. PAULHUS, MRS. WILLIAMS

In Math, the First Graders are preparing a very important foundation which will
be built upon throughout the year. Revisiting and practicing these basic concepts
will aid their automaticity and fluency.
Their efforts will benefit them this year and in future years.
Skills that all first graders should master for a solid math foundation for this
year:
Number recognition
Counting to 120 by 1s, 2s, 5s, and10s
Addition to 10
Subtraction from 10

Make a connection at home to math in everyday life. Have fun with math! Mathematics will then become relevant to the everyday life of your child.
Activities you can do at home:
Look for numbers while traveling in the car, have your child read the numbers to
you.
Start counting from any given number, pick-up a skip count from any number.
Simple addition problems; make up mental math story problems for your child to
solve.
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Mrs. Reilly’s Class:
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Second Grade:
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MISS BOYD, MRS. RUZZO, MRS. WAUGH

The third grade has been working very diligently in mathematics this year.
We have reviewed prior concepts, such as place value, different ways of expressing numbers, addition and subtraction of whole numbers, graphing and time to the
minute. Future concepts will include elapsed time, geometry, measurement, fractions, area and perimeter.
In the coming months, we will really delve into the concepts of multiplication and division. By the end of the year, third graders should know the multiplication facts through 10x10 and the corresponding division facts. Achieving automatic recall of these facts is often a fun, but challenging task for your child. Athome fact practice will help your child be their most successful. This can be with
flash cards, quizzing each other, or online fact games. Below is a list of some
good sites. Thank you for your help and support!
Multiplication.com
mathfactcafe.com
fuelthebrain.com
funbrain.com
mathwire.com
gameaquarium.com
mrnussbaum.com
ixl.com

Miss Boyd: boyde@tantasqua.org
Mrs. Ruzzo: ruzzom@tantasqua.org
Mrs. Waugh: waugha@tantasqua.org
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MISS BOYD, MRS. RUZZO, MRS. WAUGH
a/k/a
The Powerpuff Girls!
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MRS. GENATOSSIO, MR. TRUDEAU

The fourth grade is off to a Franktastic start in math this year! Students are
working hard to gain their multiplication fact fluency, as these facts will be the basis for many of our math concepts. Knowing your multiplication facts will greatly
help all students to be successful in math. I strongly encourage students to practice their facts each night. Knowing their facts will be so helpful, especially as our
math computations continue to get more challenging.
How can you help your child with their multiplication facts? Great question!
Spend just a few minutes each day or a few days a week practicing, rather than
long practice sessions. You can even use time that is usually “wasted” (waiting in
line, sitting in traffic) to drill facts. Use flashcards so your child can practice with
anyone, including themselves. Card games, such as multiplication war, are also
effective. All students have access to Reflex Math to work on from home (our daily
fact practice program).
Our school math program also has an online portion for students to access
from home. Students have access to the “animated math models”, as well as their
workbooks. Feel free to print right from the website if a student forgets their
homework, as well as watch any of the models, to further assist in clarifying a concept. Prodigymath.com and Boomlearning.com are also great resources for students to practicing their skills from home. Every fourth graders has a log in and
password for both sites. For more information on any of these activities or sites,
please feel free to contact Mrs. Genatossio.

Mrs. Genatossio
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MRS. BERRY, MRS. ROSE

Grade 5 started the year working very hard right out of the gate! We
have been practicing math facts with our goal being automaticity. We use Rocket Math to drill the basic facts. It is a great way to
not only practice facts with a person instead of a computer, but this
routine provides instant correction; we are helping each other enhance our skills!
We began our math curriculum by revisiting prior standards to
strengthen our foundational skills, then completed place value, multi
-digit multiplication, expressions, and long division in our GoMath
chapters 1 & 2. We have shifted our learning to decimals, which will
segway into fractions next.
A typical day in math class begins with a 4 problem review followed
by the daily smartboard lesson using the GO Math program.
Throughout the year, games, activities, and enrichment are used to
reinforce concepts taught in the classroom.
Throughout the year, students will be answering previously released
MCAS constructed-response questions. For these questions, students
are required to explain in writing how they arrived at their answers
as well as show all of their work for attaining the answers. To
strengthen their writing skills, students are required to restate the

question and answer in complete sentences.
We are looking forward to a year of adventure as mathematicians!
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Mrs. Culverwell, Mrs. Lataille

We are piloting a new math program, EdGems, this year. It differs from GoMath in
that the textbooks will not be going home nor written in; but there is a workbook
for the homework pages. Homework assignments will focus on quality over quantity. Students will be expected to show their work/put forth their best effort in completing the assignments; your child can expect homework assignments about 3X
per week. Please be sure that your child is completing their assignments & return-

ing them to school for feedback. At the JH, homework completion will be a part of
their overall grade so I’d like to get them into good habits now. The grade is based
on the effort put in--is work shown for each problem? Is the work done neatly? Is
each problem labeled? Just turning in a worksheet with answers & no work to back
it up would not be considered a complete assignment. If your child is struggling
with the assignments, please be sure to let me know. They should also be bringing
home/back to school daily a reference folder to help complete their homework and
their graphing notebook to show their work for each problem.
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Students will have access to EdGems online (they can access at home through
edgems.com and use their Tantasqua google account to sign in). Once they are
logged in, they can select the unit, then the lesson, that we are working on. Some of
the icons under Student Resources that they can access are:
 Unit Vocabulary (key words will also be provided in their reference folder)
 On-line Unit Review (for extra practice before a test); there is also a print version
 Some of the icons in each Lesson that they can access are:
 My Lesson (on-line textbook)
 Explore! (these are in class assignments/worksheets are in their workbooks)
 Student Gems (on-line extra practice questions; the program gives immediate
feedback)
 On-line Practice/Quizzes (extra practice questions)
 Tiered/Proficient/Challenge Practice (the worksheets/homework pages that are
in the workbook they were given so if they forget a homework assignment, the
questions can be accessed here. If they don’t have access to a printer, they can just
write/solve the problems on a piece of paper.)
 Ebook (same as textbook, but has a read aloud/text to speech feature)
 Lesson in Spanish (if needed)
 Parent Guide (gives parents an overview of each unit)
 Lesson Video (video icon for each lesson that will be taught. If they are absent,
it would be helpful for them to at least preview the video(s) before returning to
school.)
The sixth graders have accomplished a lot already in math this year. We have been
working on number sense and have completed units on fraction & decimal computations as well as rates & ratios in which we used information to convert measurements and to find unit pricing and proportional relationships. We will also learn how
to find the percent of a number and discount prices. These are skills that they will
use in the real world when traveling, shopping, or building things.
**As students need a solid grasp of basic math facts in order to delve into more
complex problems, please help your child practice their facts at home by making
flash cards or just verbally quizzing them periodically.
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LIBRARY/TECHNOLOGY
Thank you for all your support of our Fall Book Fair! It was fantastic to have Parent Volunteers and Shoppers during In
Person Conferences. The school Library earns about 50% of the total sales in MORE BOOKS for the Library!
Library
We will be having Thanksgiving stories in the Primary Grades and enjoy coloring all sorts of turkeys! In grades 4, 5, & 6 we
will soon be practicing gathering citation information for when we do research for our teachers. We are learning to prove
which books, encyclopedias and websites we got our facts from. It’s hard, confusing work, so we practice, practice, practice!
Report Cards are coming in December and the standards included on them are things like doing research, understanding
the areas of the Library and how they are organized. There are also reports on our Library Citizenship for things like borrowing and returning books, helping to keep the Library neat, and ready for the next class. Almost all the Library and Computer Standards on the Report Card are year-long Standards. If your child gets a “2” for any Standard, that means they are
making adequate progress towards that Standard.
Computer
We have now learned to Sign in and out of Google Suite, Open our Google Classrooms, check our assignments, grades
and missing work. We also had fun using the Drawing App. We’ve learned so much!
We will soon be learning to Create Documents of our own in Google Suite, editing them and Sharing them! Then we will
concentrate on our keyboarding skills, using Dance Mat Typing to practice in school, particularly Home Row and No
Crossovers! We will really concentrate on Home Row this Winter, getting that muscle memory into our fingers. I have done
some research on the typing skill standards across the country that said a child should be able to type 5 words per minute
(WPM) for every grade they have completed, with 90% accuracy using a touch typing system. In the Upper Grades, we
just took a Pretest to find out our baseline speed and accuracy. So now we have goals for our typing speed and accuracy
for the end of the school year! We will be continuing to practice Google Docs and Shared Docs throughout the rest of the
trimester as well.
Just like in Library, the Standards for Computer are almost all year long Standards and a “2” indicates adequate progress
is being made. We also have some Citizenship habits like making sure our workstation is ready for the next student and
staying on task to master our skills.
Mrs. Doreika,
Library Media Specialist
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Family Literacy Night - November 15, 2022
Families attending this event met local author Kate Hanscom , participated in a
family writing event and also received a free copy of her new book.
Kate visited with students during the day and read her newest book.
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In addition, students were invited to dress up as their favorite SuperHero on November 15th and at Family Literacy
Night were able to share their project/writing for our summer book Flora and Ulysses ! It was a wonderful night to
meet all of OUR Authors at work too!
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Family Literacy Night - November 15, 2022
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Family Literacy Night - November 15, 2022
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Brimfield Elementary Health Office
Shannen Sherman, BSN, RN

Dear Parents & Guardians,
Now that the cold and flu season have arrived, remember that one
of the best ways to stay healthy is by washing your hands. Think about
all the surfaces you touch during the day and how many different germs
you could be bringing home!
Teaching your children how to properly wash their hands will help
to keep them free from illness and from spreading germs to friends and
family. When your child arrives home from school, ask them to wash
their hands prior to eating or touching objects in the home. This one
simple task will decrease their chance of becoming ill and spreading unwanted germs to family members.
At school, students are asked to wash their hands upon arrival, before snack, before lunch, and after using the restroom to help keep our
school environment healthy. Thank you for reinforcing this healthy habit
at home!
Wishing you all a healthy holiday season,
Shannen Sherman, BSN, RN

Handwashing is an easy, cheap, and effective way to prevent the
spread of germs and keep kids and adults healthy. When your family
is healthy, you don’t have to worry about missing school, work, or
other activities.
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MATH CORNER
It is hard to believe it is November already! In my role as the math coach I am lucky
enough to get to spend some time with many of our students and I am so impressed
with all the amazing things I see happening.
It is so important for students to have computational fluency when it comes to basic
math facts. This means that students are efficient, accurate and flexible with their
thinking. When teaching basic facts we start with counting and then move to using
strategies. The goal is that students have the opportunity to use the strategy so frequently, it becomes automatic and quick.
Students are taught several strategies for addition. These include: adding 0, counting
on, doubles facts, doubles plus/minus 1, 10 facts, 9 facts, and leftovers. Please see the
attached page from The Math Learning Center for information on these strategies.
At home you can support your child’s computational fluency by giving them opportunities to use these strategies. A game you could play is called, “How Many Am I Hiding?” This game works on making combinations to ten. Use ten cubes and a cup. Take
out a few cubes and hide them behind their back. Your child has to tell you how many
you are hiding. You can model your thinking for them if they are struggling. An example would be: I see 4 cubes in the cup. That must mean that you are hiding 6 cubes because 4 and 6 make 10. With many opportunities to make combinations to 10, students
will become more accurate and efficient. Knowing this strategy will help them to become more flexible in their fluency with other facts.

Reference
Math Learning Center www.mathlearningcenter.org/sites/default/files/documents/BES
-blog-1617/Addition-Strategies.pdf
Laura Palmer, Math Coach
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BES CAFETERIA
Mrs. Molloy, Mrs. Weston

JUST A REMINDER
The Cafeteria is now serving FREE breakfast everyday!
Our choices include cereal, muffins, cereal bars, raisins, fruit, yogurt, juice and
milk.

Also, lunch this year will be FREE !
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Mrs. Weston
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